In this study we construct, in the category XAlg(R) /A of crossed A-modules of R-algebroids, the coproduct of given two crossed A-modules M = (µ : M −→ A) and N = (η : N −→ A) of R-algebroids in two di erent ways: Firstly we construct the coproduct M • * N by using the free product M * N of pre-R-algebroids M and N, and then we construct the coproduct M • N by using the semidirect product M N of M and N via µ. Finally we construct an isomorphism between M • * N and M • N.
Introduction
Crossed modules, as algebraic models of 2-types, were rstly introduced by Whitehead, [8, 9] , in his study on homotopy groups, and then they've been widely used in many areas of mathematics. Free groups and free product of groups, basic tools of coproduct, were studied in [10] and the coproduct of crossed P-modules of groups in [3, 4] . The coproduct of crossed modules of algebras were given in [12] .
The main purpose of this paper is to provide two basic constructions for coproduct of crossed A-modules of R-algebroids using free product and semidirect product. After the second section where we give some basic data on (pre-)R-algebroids and (pre)crossed modules of R-algebroids, we construct in the third section the coproduct of given two crossed A-modules M = (µ : M −→ A) and N = (η : N −→ A) of R-algebroids using free product: Firstly, we construct the free product M * N of pre-R-algebroids M and N, using reduced words, and the precrossed module µ * η : M * N −→ A which is basicly de ned through µ and η. Then we divide M * N by its two-sided ideal I M*N generated by all elements of the forms In the last section we construct an isomorphism between M • * N and M • N. Structurally, the third and fourth sections of this paper can be considered as a more general and complicated case, the algebroid case, of the coproduct construction of crossed modules of algebras given in [12] . The method we use throughout this paper is similar to that used for coproduct of crossed P-modules in [4] . We must also state that the generators in (1) and (2) are special types of Pei er commutators and we've shown in [1] that the ideals I M*N and I M N are, in fact, Pei er ideals of M * N and M N, respectively.
Throughout this paper R is a commutative ring.
Basic data on crossed modules of R-algebroids
Most of the following data can be found in [2, [5] [6] [7] 11 ]:
De nition 1. A category of which each homset has an R-module structure and of which composition is Rbilinear is called an R-category. A small R-category is called an R-algebroid. Moreover, if we omit the axiom of the existence of identities from an R-algebroid structure then the remaining structure is called a pre-Ralgebroid.
De nition 2.
An R-linear functor between two R-categories is called an R-functor and an R-functor between two R-algebroids is called an R-algebroid morphism. Moreover an assignment between two pre-R-algebroids satisfying all axioms of an R-functor except for the identity preservation axiom is called a pre-R-algebroid morphism.
Remark 1.
Every R-algebroid is a pre-R-algebroid and every R-algebroid morphism is a pre-R-algebroid morphism.
Remark 2. Throughout this paper if A is a pre-R-algebroid then . Ob (A) (= A ) and Mor (A) will denote the object set and the morphism set of A, respectively, and A will be said to be over A , . s, t : Mor (A) −→ A will denote the source and target functions. So sa, ta ∈ A will denote the source and target of a ∈ Mor (A), respectively, in which case a will be said to be from sa to ta, . a ∈ A will mean that a is a morphism of A and the composite of any a, b ∈ A with ta = sb will be denoted by ab,
. the zero morphism of each homset A (x, y), the set of all morphisms from x to y, will be denoted by A(x,y) , or only by if there is no ambiguity, . the identity morphism on any x ∈ A , if it exists, will be denoted by x or only by if there is no ambiguity. De nition 3. Let A be a pre-R-algebroid and I = {I (x, y) ⊆ A (x, y) : x, y ∈ A } be a family of R-submodules. For all a , a ∈ A and a ∈ I with ta = sa and ta = sa if a a, aa ∈ I then I is called a two-sided ideal of A. 
where r ∈ R. By dividing W (x, y) with S (x, y) we get an abelian quotient group W (x, y) of which elements are cosets 
De ne µ * η : M * N −→ A as the identity on A and as (µ * η)
That µ * η is well-de ned since it maps cosets of the generators given in (3) and (4) 
, in the last expression, there are four possible cases:
If both of k in and k j are in M then k i ...k
If both of them are in N, then again we get k i ...k
If k in ∈ N and k j ∈ M then again we get k i ...k µ*η k j in = k i ...k in k j thanks to (5) . Then applying this result recursively, the rest of the above calculation becomes as 
on generators meaning that f = f and so f , id A = (f , id A ). That is to say, (f , id A ) is the unique morphism making the diagram 
, that is, each of (i, id A ) and i , id A is an isomorphism and the coproduct M • * N is unique up to isomorphism.
The uniqueness of the coproduct up to isomorphism tells us that some di erent constructions of the coproduct may be possible. The construction above is especially suitable for more general cases, i.e. for the coproduct of a family of crossed A-modules including more than two crossed modules. But a disadvantage is that it depends basicly on words and not so practical, especially in the case of two crossed modules. Therefore for the coproduct of two crossed A-modules we give below a second construction which is more practical for calculations:
Coproduct of Crossed A-Modules of R-Algebroids Using Semidirect Product
Let M = (µ : M −→ A) and N = (η : N −→ A) be two crossed A-modules of R-algebroids. Set the family
for all x, y, z ∈ A , an addition as
for all x, y ∈ A , and an R-action as
for all r ∈ R and x, y ∈ A .
Proposition 4. M N is a pre-R-algebroid on A with the composition, addition and R-action de ned as above.
Proof. De ne s (m, n) = sm (= sn) and t (m, n) = tm (= tn). Clearly the composition, addition and R-action are all well-de ned. It can also be shown by a direct calculation that for all x, y ∈ A the set (M N) (x, y) with the addition de ned as above forms an abelian group with M(x,y) , N(x,y) as the zero morphism and (−m, −n) as the inverse of (m, n), and it has an R-module structure with the R-action given above. Moreover the composition is associative since
for all (m, n) , m , n , m , n ∈ M N with compatible sources and targets. By a direct calculation it can also be shown that the composition is R-bilinear.
The pre-R-algebroid M N will be called the semidirect product of M and N via µ.
Proposition 5. A has an associative action on M N.
Proof. De ne a family of maps as
for all x, y, z ∈ A . Clearly the equalities
are all satis ed for all r ∈ R, (m, n) , (m , n ) , (m , n ) ∈ M N and a, a , a , a ∈ A with compatible sources and targets. Moreover since
as the th condition, for all (m, n) , m , n ∈ M N, a ∈ A with compatible sources and targets. Thus the family of maps given as above is a right action of A on M N. Similarly it can be shown that the family of maps de ned for all x, y, z ∈ A as
Now de ne µ η : M N −→ A as the identity on A and as (µ η) (m, n) = µm + ηn on morphisms.
Proposition 6. µ η is a precrossed module.
Proof. Direct calculations show that
for all r ∈ R, (m, n) , (m , n ) , (m , n ) ∈ M N and a, a ∈ A with compatible sources and targets. Moreover
Now let I M N be the two-sided ideal of M N generated by all elements of the forms
Consider the quotient pre-R-algebroid 
An immediate observation is that [µ η] is a precrossed module since µ η is.
Lemma 3. [µ η] is a crossed module.
Proof. We only need to show CM2: 
which means, since the rest is straight-forward, (f , id A ) is a crossed A-module morphism. Moreover for all
for all [m, n] ∈ M • N meaning that f = f and so f , id A = (f , id A ). That is to say (f , id A ) is the unique morphism making the diagram 
